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Abstract
Our indoor microbiome consists of a wide range of microbial taxa. Whilst many of these microbes are
benign, some are beneficial, some harmful, yet our knowledge of the spatial heterogeneity of bacterial
assemblages in our residential environment remains limited. To investigate the existence of a common
core house dust bacterial microbiome we selected household vacuum dusts, collected through a citizen
science approach, from homes across two bioclimatic regions (UK, Oceanic/Maritime and Greece,
Mediterranean). Following the extraction of DNA from each dust sample, we targeted the bacterial 16S
rRNA gene using Illumina NextSeq sequencing. PERMANOVA analysis of the microbial communities
at family level grouped samples within their distinct bioclimatic region and SIMPER analysis at genus
level identified the statistically significant taxa responsible for driving diversity between these groups.
A ‘common to all’ core house dust microbiome consisted of Acinetobacter, Massalia,
Rubellimicrobium, Sphingomonas and Staphylococcus; genera typically associated with human
occupancy and common environmental sources. Additionally, a ‘unique location specific’ microbiome
was identified, reflective of the bioclimatic region. The Greek dusts indicated a lower average diversity
than the UK house dusts, with a high abundance of Rhizobiaceae in the Greek samples. Our study
highlights citizen science as a powerful approach to access the indoor residential environment, at scale,
and establishes the existence of a ‘core’ house dust microbiome independent of bioclimatic region.
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Contribution to the Field Statement
Our indoor microbiome consists of a wide range of microbial taxa. Whilst many of these microbes are
benign, some are beneficial, some harmful, yet our knowledge of the spatial heterogeneity of bacterial
assemblages in our residential environment remains limited. Our study highlights citizen science as a
powerful approach to access the indoor residential environment, at scale, and establishes the existence
of a ‘core’ house dust bacterial microbiome independent of bioclimatic region. Our findings have
important implications to guide our ongoing global roll out of this collaboration between citizens and
scientists and for the development of evidence-based management strategies to modify potential
benefits and hazards posed by our indoor house dust microbiome.

Introduction
As over 90% of the average day is spent indoors, in our homes, workplaces and/or travel, indoor
exposure to dust and its intrinsic biological, physical and chemical entities represents one of modern
society's greatest exposures to potentially harmful substances. A significant component of house dust
is of biological origin, including microbes and their secretions, dead skin cells, dander, hair and
respiratory secretions (Morawska and Salthammer, 2006). The ingress of outdoor particulate matter,
including allergens, brought inside on clothes, footwear, pets or by the wind, and that originating
indoors from cooking, smoking and the wear and tear of furnishings, are often major contributing
sources in indoor dust, as well as a varied array of inorganic and organic chemicals from sources
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including cleaning products and building materials (Blanchard et al., 2020; Salthammer, 2020). This
indoor dust serves as a reservoir for environmental exposure to microbial communities, many of which
are benign, some are beneficial, whilst some exhibit pathogenicity. Indeed, the home environment
presents an intricate microbial ecosystem inhabited by a typically diverse community of
microorganisms, with 500-1000 different species being reported in house dust (Barberan et al., 2015;
Lax et al., 2014; Shan et al., 2019). While many studies describe spatial patterns of bacterial diversity
in a specific geographic region or environmental habitat (such as soil, water, or sediment), our
knowledge of indoor residential bacterial biodiversity, biogeography and their associated drivers are
still poorly understood.
Local climate and outdoor environmental conditions play a role in the development of the indoor
microbiome (Shan et al., 2019). Indoor fungal communities are known to be strongly influenced by the
outdoor environment, with clear geographic patterns reported in the literature (Amend et al., 2010), but
the relationship is less clear for indoor microbial communities (Barberan et al., 2015; Meadow et al.,
2014). Anthropogenic factors influencing indoor microbial communities include variations in
occupancy (both humans and animals), physiological differences in the occupants (e.g. age, gender),
lifestyle differences (e.g. diet, living conditions), as well as activity patterns within the home
environment (Leung and Lee, 2016). Some studies report Gram-positive phyla such as Firmicutes and
Actinobacteria in greater abundance indoors (Taubel et al., 2009 Hanson et al., 2016; Loo et al., 2018),
whilst other investigations observe the inverse trend with members of the Gram-negative phylum
Proteobacteria in greater numbers (Barberan et al., 2015).
Whilst non-occupational exposure to a range of metal(loid)s and organic contaminants in house dust
are a known risk factor for a range of diseases and poor health outcomes (Salthammer, 2020), we know
far less about the microbial communities associated with our indoor home environments, and their
interaction/impacts on human health. The majority of research has focussed on selected microbial taxa,
investigating disease transmission and pathogenesis within indoor environments, with a focus on
impacts on the gastrointestinal (GI) tract and atopy (Haysom and Sharp, 2003). For example,
Bacteroides spp. (e.g. B. fragilis) found in indoor dusts can interfere with gut colonization by
suppressing anti-microbial immune responses (Hanson et al. 2016; Round et al. 2011). However, our
interactions with the micro-organisms native to the indoor environment may also be beneficial, with
recent research indicating an inverse association between the diversity of these microorganisms and the
prevalence of various respiratory conditions of a non-communicable nature such as wheeze, allergic
rhinitis and asthma, as well as certain skin conditions like atopic eczema (Birzele et al., 2016; Lee et
al., 2018).
The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has resulted in both tiered and national lockdowns across the globe, with
an increased risk management strategy emphasised by Governments’ advising regular handwashing,
surface sanitation, home-schooling and directives to work from home where possible (PHE, 2020).
These mitigation strategies have raised concerns that increased exposure to the indoor microbiome, in
tandem with reduced exposure to microbial diversity in the ambient environment, could exacerbate preexisting health conditions (Edge et al., 2011; Dannemiller e al., 2014; Juel Holst et al., 2020). Our
knowledge, however, of the diversity and spatial heterogeneity of bacterial assemblages in our
residential environment remains limited and we need to better characterise the diversity, similarities
and differences in this microbiome between households to assess the benefits or hazard posed by our
indoor house dust microbiome and to understand our exposure. Citizen science is a potentially powerful
approach to both raise-awareness and to access the residential indoor environment, at scale. Our study
is part of the Home Biome project (www.mapmyenvironment.com) a global study investigating a range
of biological and chemical constituents in house dust samples collected by citizens themselves. In this
proof-of-concept study we focused on three hypotheses. First, if the indoor residential environment
provides a distinctive habitat or biome (the ‘home biome’) we would expect to see a common core
house dust microbiome represented in the vacuum dust across all homes, regardless of bioclimatic
region, building type or occupancy. Second, as global bioclimatic regions influence the fauna and flora
of that region we expect to see geospatial dependency, or a region-unique core microbiome typified by
bioclimatic zone. Third, citizen collected samples from regular household vacuum cleaners can provide
3

a suitable medium for investigation of the microbial communities present in residential homes. To test
these hypotheses, we focussed on the bacterial richness, composition and diversity in citizen collected
vacuum dust samples from residential homes across two countries in two distinct bioclimatic regions
(UK, Oceanic zone, and Greece, Mediterranean zone). Our findings have important implications for the
collaboration between citizens and scientists for the development of evidence-based management
strategies to modify potential benefits and hazards posed by our indoor house dust microbiome.

4

Method
Experimental Design
Several methods have been employed in environmental and public health research for the acquisition
of dust samples from residential dwellings. Despite the variety of approaches, the most commonly used
techniques are the utilisation of dry and/or wet wipes and vacuum cleaners, typically with researcherled sampling campaigns (e.g. Rasmussen et al., 2013). In the Home Biome study, we adopted a different
approach, that of a citizen-led approach whereby participants were asked to submit either their vacuum
bag, or a sub-sample. Written sampling guidance and an online video supported the citizen sampling
(details in Supplementary Information (SI) Text 1). Whilst vacuum samples acquired as part of largescale citizen-led campaigns have the disadvantage of being of unknown age and exact provenance, and
collected using a wide array of vacuum devices, research has shown that vacuum cleaner waste is a
good surrogate for human exposure to contaminants in indoor dust (Barnes et al., 2013). Indeed vacuum
dust samples have been shown to compare well with measurements made by other sampling techniques,
as well as providing samples that are typically reflective of an entire residential unit (Colt et al., 2008).
Twenty-eight vacuum dust samples were selected for this investigation (one vacuum sample from each
home): twenty-one samples from a national campaign within the UK, representing a regional spread
across the UK (including Northern Ireland), and seven samples from Greece selected to provide a
different bioclimatic zone. Both positive and negative reagent controls were included to ensure sterility
throughout the processing and sequencing steps, and a randomly selected sample was run in triplicate
(DSUK179).
A wide range of anthropogenic factors are likely to affect the indoor microbiome and to capture some
of this heterogeneity we developed an online questionnaire which citizens were asked to complete. The
questionnaire was split into two sections dealing with (i) the main characteristics and activities of the
household occupants, such as the number, gender and ages of occupants, pets, the areas of usage of the
vacuum cleaner, whether shoes that are worn outside the house were worn indoors, smoking, hobbies,
and (ii) the residential environment, such as building type and age, main type of floor covering, access
to outside space and the nature of local environment, etc.
Sample processing and DNA extraction
On receipt, the samples were logged and stored, unopened, in the dark at room temperature. Sample
bags were opened and the contents sieved in a Class II microbiological safety cabinet using a one-useonly 250 m nylon mesh filter to remove larger particulates and fibrous material; the mesh was UV
sterilised for > 30 minutes prior to use. The <250 μm particle size fraction is the fraction commonly
selected for the chemical analysis of dusts, sediments and soils as this fraction is more likely to adhere
to hands or food produce and be transferred by ingestion through hand-to-mouth contact compared to
larger size fractions (Duggan et al., 1985). Sieved particulates were stored in 50 ml sterile falcon tubes
until DNA extraction.
High throughput isolation of microbial genomic DNA from each dust sample was performed as per
manufacturer’s instructions using a DNeasy 96 PowerSoil Pro Kit (384) (QIAGEN). The DNeasy 96
PowerSoil Pro Kit includes an inhibitor removal step to eliminate inhibitors commonly found in soil
and environmental samples. DNA samples were stored at -20 °C until sequencing.
Sequencing and data processing
Taxonomic investigation of bacteria was performed via paired-end sequencing of the V4 hypervariable
region of the 16S rRNA gene using the 515-F (GTGCCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA) and 806-R
(GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT) primer pair, using a Illumina MiSeq 250 x 2 chemistry approach.
Raw sequences were quality checked and trimmed using FastQC/MultiQC and BBDuk ( S A. FastQC,
2010; B. B. Map, 2020). Paired reads were classified using Kraken2 (Wood et al., 2019) and Bracken
(Lu et al., 2017) using the SILVA v138 database (Pruesse et al., 2007). Resulting sample report files
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were converted to BIOM (version 1.0) format (McDonlald et al., 2012) using kraken-biom and imported
into R (v4.0.3) ( R Development Core Team, 2020) using the R package Phyloseq ( McMurdie et al.,
2013). All plots, unless otherwise stated, were produced using GGPlot2 (Wickham, 2009) and organised
using Cowplot (Wilke, 2020), GGPubr (Kassambaram, 2020) and GGRepel (Slowikowski, 2020). Due
to presence in reagent negative control, the genus Escherichia-Shigella was removed from all samples
prior to analysis as we cannot differentiate its presence as being in the environment sampled or as a
consequence of laboratory practise and/or contaminated reagents. After sequence filtering and quality
control of the 28 house dust samples, a total of 730,735 sequence reads, with a median/average of
22,519/25,198 sequence reads per sample (min 8695, max 45,370) were produced. This corresponded
to 600 taxa. The relationship between number of operational taxonomic units (OTUs) and number of
sequences presented is indicative of sufficient sampling depth, increasing sequencing depth further
would provide diminishing returns on newly discovered OTUs. Controls and low read count samples
(only one sample, DSUK182) were removed, followed by rarefaction (without replacement) to 90% of
the minimum sample read count (7826 reads per sample) to normalise the library size across the
samples. DNA sequencing data consist of discrete counts of sequence reads and the total number of
which is the library size (Cameron et al., 2020). Library sizes can vary greatly between samples and
thus the samples were normalised to remove bias and false inferences due to variations in library size.
After rarefaction, 599 unique taxa were obtained across all samples and only one OTU was no longer
present in any sample after random subsampling.
Data analyses
Due to the inherent complexity of the samples, initial abundance profiling was undertaken using relative
abundance, calculated and plotted at the phylum level. For phylum level abundance profiling, phyla
were included if abundance was greater than 0.5% in at least 25% of all samples, with all other phyla
collected into an ‘other’ category using the function aggregate_rare of the ‘Microbiome’ R package
(Lahti et al., 2017). Although an indicator of overall trends, phylum level analysis may not offer
sufficient resolution to infer significant differences in bacterial communities. As such the phylum level
relative abundance profiles were further investigated at family level, including alpha (i.e. variation of
phyla in a single sample) and beta (i.e. variation of phyla between samples) diversity indices, whilst
genus level was used for determinations of similarity percentage analysis (SIMPER).
When the taxa resolution was increased to family level, families were included if abundance was greater
than 2% in as least 50% of the samples, otherwise they were collated as ‘other’. Alpha diversity of the
rarefied dataset at family level was quantified by using Shannon and Inverse Simpson diversity indices,
both of which relate OTU richness and evenness and the total number of observed species. Alpha
diversity metrics were calculated using Phyloseq and statistical significance of observed differences
was evaluated using Wilcoxon rank sum test via the GGPubr package function stat_compare_means.
Bray-Curtis beta diversity was calculated using vegdist and 2-dimension non-metric multidimensional
scaling (NMDS) ordination of beta-diversity distance matrix produced using the function metaMDS as
part of the ‘Vegan’ R package (Oksanen et al., 2020). Statistical significance of differences in betadiversity between locations was tested by permutational multivariate analysis of variance
(PERMANOVA) with the adonis function (Oksanen et al., 2020).
To identify both the unique and the shared genera components of the UK and Greek core microbiomes
SIMPER analysis was performed at the genus level using the simper function (part of the ‘Vegan’ R
package) through the simper_pretty wrapper script (asteinberger9, 2020). Individual genera identified
through this analysis were evaluated for location differences based on their relative abundances using a
Kruskal-Wallis test via the kruskal.pretty wrapper script (asteinberger9, 2020). Both the unique and
the shared genera components of the core microbiomes in the UK and the Greek samples were
visualised using the plot_core function of Microbiome (Lahti et al., 2017). To be defined as part of the
core microbiome in a location, genera had to be present at minimum 1% abundance in at least 75% of
samples, as previously employed in microbiome analyses (Fahimipour et al., 2018, Rodrigues et al.,
2018).
6

Results and Discussion
Abundance profiling
At the phylum level the abundance profiles in the majority of samples from both countries are
dominated by Proteobacteria, Actinobacteriota, Firmicutes and Bacteriodota, often accounting for >
90% of the relative composition (Supplementary information (SI) SI Figure 1). This correlates with
other recent indoor microbiome analyses (Nygaard and Charnock, 2018; Gilbert and Stephens, 2018;
Kembel et al., 2014) covering educational facilities, residential spaces and other common indoor
environments, with the key phyla associated with human commensals, and commonly found
environmental bacteria.
The phylum-level relative abundance profiles were further investigated at family level (SI Figure 2). A
wide bacterial diversity is evident within each dust sample. Our study focussed on dust samples
provided by participants from vacuumed indoor locations within their own homes. Thus, rather than
restricting sampling to specific surfaces, in a specific room, our results reflect the core microbiome
across all the vacuumed locations of a participant’s home with the wide bacterial diversity suggesting
the vacuum dust sample does indeed represent a sample from across a range of environments with the
home. The top 8 families identified across the whole dataset include Acetobacteraceae,
Chroococcidiopsaceae, Nocardioidaceae, Moraxellaceae, Rhodobacteraceae, Sphingomonadaceae,
Staphylococcaceae and Streptococcaceae. The metadata captured by our household questionnaire
indicates that a range of different home environments were represented by the dust samples (48% of
homes were semi-detached, 37% detached and 15% units or flats; >70% were brick built; 48% were
less than 50 years old, with 11% older than 100 years; 67% of households had 3 or more people living
in the property, 33% had pets (all UK) and 19% had smokers), however the limited sample size within
each sub-category prevented robust analysis of the influences of these factors on the home microbiome
as part of this study (SI Table 1). Whilst characteristics of the dwelling, the occupants and their
lifestyles, airflow and exchange of material across the indoor-outdoor interface are all likely to alter the
community composition, these 8 most abundant families compare with the findings of previous studies
across a range of indoor microbiomes and human-associated microbiomes (Barberan et al., 2015; Ding
et al., 2020), re-enforcing the link between humans and the bacterial ecology of the indoor microbiome.
Outlier individuals include Prevotellacae (29.46 % relative abundance in DSUK013) and
Enterobacteriaceae (23.39 % relative abundance in DSUK167), both commonly human associated
groups, whilst the relative abundance data for the Greek samples appears to be skewed by the presence
of Rhizobiaceae accounting for up to 50.12 % relative abundance in DSGR144, with a group average
of 19.20 %. These outliers are specific to certain samples and have likely arisen from specific factors
associated with the individual home. This warrants further investigation as we now move to scale up
this study globally.

Alpha and Beta and Diversity
Family level alpha diversity distribution of samples, based upon location (UK vs. Greece), was
performed and Wilcoxon rank-sum pairwise comparisons identified significant difference between the
two countries (Wilcoxon, p = 0.00023 Shannon diversity indices and Wilcoxon, p = 0.00072 Inverse
Simpson diversity indices; SI Figure 3). Both the Shannon and Inverse Simpson diversity indices
suggest well balanced UK communities with regards to abundance and diversity, whilst the Greek
samples indicated a lower average diversity (SI Table 2) and may suggest some degree of skewness in
the dataset, likely due to a high abundance of Rhizobiaceae_uncultured in the samples.
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To investigate the variation in taxonomic abundance profiles between the different samples, a 2dimension NMDS ordination of beta-diversity distance matrix was performed using a Bray-Curtis
dissimilarity index (Figure 1). NMDS ordination functions use the proximity between objects, which
corresponds to their similarity, to differentiate between samples. Statistically significant differences
were observed (PERMANOVA F-value: 3.5807, R-squared: 0.11709, p-value 0.001; NMDS Stress =
0.144). Figure 1 clearly differentiates the samples and clusters according to the location metadata
grouping of UK vs Greece.

Figure 1. Beta Diversity NMDS bi-plot using Bray distance, vector lines show FDR-adjusted statistically significant taxa that
contribute to ordination. Samples are grouped by location.

Characterization of a common and a region-specific core indoor microbiome
With observable trends apparent in the beta diversity identified using PERMANOVA, the effect of
location was further explored at genus level using FDR-adjusted statistical methods. The contribution
of individual OTUs to the genus level Bray-Curtis beta diversity was performed using SIMPER analysis
to categorise most abundant OTUs using a pairwise comparison of the UK vs. Greece dataset at the
genus level. SIMPER analysis cumulatively accounts 100 % of the variation between the comparison
of the UK vs. Greece, as identified using the Bray-Curtis measures. Table 1 lists 20 taxa responsible for
> 1% variation between the two countries, of which 9 taxa were identified to be statistically significant
by comparison of OTU relative abundance by location metadata using Kruskal-Wallis rank sum testing
with additional FDR-adjustments. To evaluate the genera contribution to ordination, the Vegan
function envfit (999 permutations) was used to add species-loading vectors to the NMDS biplot (Figure
1), with vectors shown for those genera determined to be FDR-adjusted statistically significant from
Table 1.
8

Table 1. SIMPER analysis of significant taxa driving diversity at genus level. Significance testing performed using KruskalWallis one-way analysis of variance accounting for false discovery rates. Greyed out rows fail to meet the statistical
significance cut off value of p < 0.05. H in parentheses denotes a commonly human associated Genus.

UK

Greece

Taxon

Contrib. %

Cumulative
%

FDR
adjusted p
value

Mean
Abundance

SD

Mean
Abundance

SD

Rhizobiaceae_uncultured
Staphylococcus (H)
Rubellimicrobium
Paracoccus
Acinetobacter
Salmonella (H)
Sphingomonas (H)
Corynebacterium (H)
Chroococcidiopsaceae_un
cultured
Lactobacillus (H)
Massilia
Spirosoma
Lactococcus
Streptococcus (H)
Deinococcus
Blastococcus
Prevotella_9 (H)
Nocardioides
Flavobacterium
Bacillus

15.41%
4.50%
2.81%
2.69%
2.28%
2.21%
2.04%
2.02%

15.41%
19.91%
22.73%
25.43%
27.70%
29.91%
31.95%
33.97%

0.036
0.762
0.677
0.031
0.798
0.798
0.031
0.946

0.016
0.045
0.048
0.011
0.028
0.018
0.043
0.021

0.030
0.034
0.032
0.020
0.019
0.032
0.015
0.014

0.189
0.067
0.041
0.036
0.038
0.014
0.025
0.029

0.204
0.062
0.033
0.035
0.031
0.032
0.017
0.032

1.85%

35.82%

0.168

0.028

0.023

0.011

0.010

1.68%
1.66%
1.65%
1.44%
1.35%
1.28%
1.19%
1.16%
1.08%
1.01%
1.00%

37.50%
39.16%
40.81%
42.25%
43.60%
44.88%
46.06%
47.22%
48.31%

0.959
0.020
0.002
0.232
0.677
0.017
0.013
0.154
0.013
0.011
0.532

0.012
0.015
0.021
0.021
0.023
0.009
0.008
0.014
0.025
0.016
0.011

0.017
0.005
0.010
0.023
0.017
0.005
0.005
0.046
0.011
0.011
0.005

0.017
0.033
0.002
0.008
0.017
0.023
0.021
0.001
0.013
0.004
0.019

0.026
0.014
0.001
0.008
0.014
0.017
0.010
0.002
0.005
0.002
0.019

49.31%
50.32%

These FDR adjusted statistically significant taxa are presented in Figure 2, highlighting the relative
abundance profiles between location groups (UK vs Greece). The taxon labelled
Rhizobiaceae_uncultured by the SILVA database appears to be the single most abundant bacteria
responsible for diversity between samples contributing 15.41 % of the dissimilarity, with other
individual taxa responsible for not more than 4.50 % dissimilarity. Notably, this taxon is not described
in the family level relative abundance profiling described earlier (SI Figure 2) but is considered during
the examination of notable outliers. As abundance values are skewed from the high prevalence of this
taxa in only a select number of Greek samples, in combination with low prevalence within UK samples,
Rhizobiaceae_uncultured is not considered a member of the overall most abundant taxa.
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Figure 2. SIMPER analysis violin plots showing the statistically significant FDR adjusted p value taxa from Table 1.
Contributing SIMPER and Kruskal Wallis (KW) values are displayed for each taxon, and by country.

An investigation into the core taxa was performed using a robust taxa prevalence threshold of 75 % at
a 1 % detection (Figure 3), a threshold previously recommended (Fahimipour et al., 2018, Rodrigues et
al., 2018), with the aim to identify both a set of genera common to all of the indoor dust samples (a
shared common core microbiome), and also a set of genera that are unique to either all of the UK
samples, or to all of the Greek samples (a unique core microbiome). To preserve the abundance values
of the core microbiome between locations, the shared core microbiome was plotted independently in
addition to location specific unique taxa (Figure 3).
The shared core microbiome (i.e. observed throughout all of the indoor dust samples) included
Massalia, Acinetobacter, Staphylococcus, Rubellimicrobium, and Sphingomonas (Figure 3C & D).
Interestingly, two of these genera (Sphingomonas and Massilia) also contributed to the observed
significant variation based upon geospatial location using FDR-adjusted Kruskal Wallis rank sum
testing (Figure 1; pSphingomonas = 0.0312 and pMassilia = 0.0198). This indicates that while both are core
genera found in house dust, Sphingomonas have a higher contribution to percentage taxonomic
abundance in UK dust samples, conversely to Massilia which has a higher percentage abundance in
samples from Greece (Figure 2). Sphingomonas (Family Spirosomaceae) has been found in both
aqueous and terrestrial habitats, including plant root systems, clinical specimens, and other common
contexts. While Massilia, a member the family Oxalobacteraceae, is typically found in a diverse range
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of environmental habitats and is commonly reported as an air, water, soil, and plant-associated
bacterium (Chaudhary and Kim, 2017; Frediansyah et al., 2020).
The other identified members of this shared core microbiome have been frequently reported in nonresidential indoor microbiomes. Acinetobacter are a strictly aerobic genera of microbes, known to reside
in a wide variety of environments including soil and wastewater, cause contamination of food products,
and are a known commensal bacterium residing on the skin and mucosal membranes. Previously
considered saprophytic with little clinical significance, but with the emergence of antimicrobials in both
agricultural and clinical settings, Acinetobacter spp. have become of increasing concern due extreme
drug resistance, thereby impeding therapeutic treatments (Doughari et al., 2011). Importantly, the
bacteria can also colonise the skin and respiratory tract without causing an infection, with subsequent
infections occurring if the hosts primary line of defence is compromised. Staphylcoccus is a genus of
Gram-positive bacteria in the family Staphylococcaceae from the order Bacillales. There are currently
at least 40 species within the genus. Many are unable to cause disease, but one of the most well described
species is Staphylococcus aureus, a commensal of the human microbiota that is commonly labelled as
an opportunistic pathogen capable of causing a range of skin and respiratory infections. It is estimated
that between 20 - 30 % of the human population are carriers of S. aureus (Tong et al., 2015).
Rubellimicrobium appears to be an under described bacterium commonly isolated from environments
including soil and air (Jiang et al., 2019).
Microbes assigned as ‘unique core’ taxa from Greece include Paracoccus, Blastococcus, Deinococcus
and Pseudomonas (Figure 3B); Paracoccus, Blastococcus and Deinococcus were identified to be
statistically significant contributors to the observed ordination diversity (Figure 1; FDR-adjusted
Kruskal Wallis: pBlastococcus = 0.013, pDeinococcus = 0.017, pParacoccus = 0.031), indicating their contribution
to the diversity. Significantly, all three taxa are associated with arid landscapes, such as occur in the
Mediterranean climate of Greece, in contrast to the Oceanic/Maritime conditions of the UK (Baker et
al., 1998; Lasek et al., 2018; Makarova et al., 2001; Urzi et al., 2001; Zhu et al., 2013;). The UK unique
core taxa (Figure 3A) included Nocardiodes, Spirosoma, Streptococcus, Corynebacterium and
Hymenobacter, of which Nocardiodes and Spirosoma were identified to be statistically significant
contributors to the observed ordination diversity (Figure 1; FDR-adjusted Kruskal Wallis: pSpirosoma =
0.002 pNocardioides = 0.013), again indicating their contribution to the diversity. This unique UK core
consists of human commensals and environmental bacteria typically associated with soils (Yoon and
Park, 2006; Jeon et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2016; Leal et al., 2016). The low prevalence of the UK unique
core microbes in the samples from Greece and the low prevalence of the Greece unique core microbes
in the samples from the UK further demonstrates the difference (SI Figure 4). Exploration into the
microbial diversity identified that all samples with sufficient read depth showed excellent richness and
diversity, with a few notable exceptions of taxa dominating particular samples, including an undefined
Rhizobiaceae (49.96 % in sample DSGR144; 41.74 % in sample DSGR146) as well as Prevotellacae
(29.46 % in sample DSUK013).
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Figure 3. A core microbiome analysis covering unique and shared taxa for each location based upon a robust 75 % prevalence
threshold with at least 1 % detection threshold. A) UK unique core microbiome B) Greece unique core microbiome, C) UK
shared core microbiome, D) Greece shared core microbiome.

Study limitations
Whilst the study is limited by its geographical extent (only two bioclimatic regions), and the number of
participating households (twenty-eight), insights gained from this feasibility study are informing our
scaling-up activities as a much larger study is required to determine the contribution of building type,
occupancy level, building material, etc. to the overall indoor microbiome. Although we made efforts to
use clear, unambiguous language to support the sampling and questionnaire survey, missing data on
participant vacuum sampling date and variations in interpretation of some of the survey questions
required a re-design of selected questions and procedures. For example, our attempt to capture both the
‘age’ of the vacuum sample (i.e. time period of vacuuming represented by the sample) and the primary
home construction material was inconsistently interpreted/reported (e.g. some householders reported
multiple home fabric, e.g. UK166 and 167, SI Table 1). Such challenges are a well-recognised aspect
of citizen science, but the opportunities afforded by such collaborations are increasingly being realised
and acknowledged (Phillips et al., 2019).

Conclusions
Our study showed that citizen collected samples from regular household vacuum cleaners can provide
a suitable medium for investigation of the microbial communities present in residential homes. Diverse
household samples, regardless of bioclimatic region, building type or occupancy, were shown to share
a common core microbiome consisting of Sphingomonas, Rubellimicrobium, Staphylococcus,
Acinetobacter and Massalia. Indeed, despite clear differences being reported in the human microbiome
(which contributes directly to the house dust samples), a core ‘home microbiome’ could still be detected.
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Several of the bacterial genera identified as common in the home microbiome are environmentally
ubiquitous (e.g., Acinetobacter, Staphylococcus, Corynebacterium) and whilst pathogenicity is
species/strain-specific, and also dependent on the immune-status of the host, some like Acinetobacter
spp. are increasingly of interest due to extreme drug resistance (Doughari et al., 2011). Occurrence as
part of the core home microbiome is of relevance and highlights key genera for targeted further work
to establish species-level identification.
Whilst several of the prominent taxa identified in the microbial communities of our household dusts
were dominated by both human and non-human commensal bacteria, we also identified the presence of
a region-specific core microbiome. This geospatial dependency may reflect differences in our indoor
bacterial communities due to prevailing bioclimatic or country-specific factors (e.g. Paracoccus,
Blastococcus, Deinococcus and Pseudomonas in the Greek samples, and Nocardiodes, Spirosoma,
Streptococcus, Corynebacterium and Hymenobacter in the UK unique core). We now need to scale up
this study to robustly test these hypotheses. To further understand the differences between homes, future
studies should also consider including analysis of the microbiomes of the occupants (both human and
animal), in parallel with key characteristics of the local environment such as the composition of the
local soils, given they are key sources of input to house dust.
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SI Text 1. Guidance provided to participants on collecting a sample
Collecting a sample is easy!
First, clearly label your sample bag with your address and the date the bag was filled and sealed. Note: this is
sometimes easier to do BEFORE you fill your bag with dust.
Put the entire contents of your vacuum cleaner bag, or cylinder (or several cylinders worth if needed), into your
re-sealable bag. Carefully release excess air and seal it up. You may prefer to fill your sample bag in a wellventilated area and use a disposable mask if you are concerned about inhaling the dust.
We recommend that you place this bag into another bag, as this helps protect the label and protects against any
leaks.
A useful video explaining the process in available here:
https://www.mapmyenvironment.com/sampling/
All that is left is for you to send us your vacuum dust sample! Please mail your sample to one of the locations
detailed below. Once we receive your sample we will analyse it and email you back within 3-6 months with a
bespoke report of the metals/trace elements within your dust sample.

THANK YOU from the Home Biome team
Home Biome is part of the Map My Environment initiative. Data from the Home Biome project can be viewed
directly on our Global Map (https://iupui-earth-science.shinyapps.io/mme_global/)

[see https://www.mapmyenvironment.com/homebiome/home-biome-submission/]
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SI Figure 1. A stacked phylum level bar chart displaying the percentage relative abundance profiles for the
sequenced dust samples.
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SI Figure 2. A stacked family level bar chart displaying the percentage abundance profiles for the sequenced dust
samples.
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SI Figure 3. Family level alpha diversity distribution box plots using Shannon and Simpson indices measuring
sample richness and abundance grouped by location. Statistical significance tested using Wilcoxon rank-sum
pairwise comparison.
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SI Figure 4. A) the prevalence of the Greek unique core microbes in the UK samples, B) the prevalence of the UK
unique core microbes in the Greece samples.
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SI Table 1. Key characteristics of the homes in the pilot dataset, captured via the study questionnaire.
Season of
sample
submission
UK 13
UK 50
UK 51
UK 54
UK 70
UK 74
UK 75
UK 79
UK 109
UK 110
GR 144
GR 146
GR 147
GR 149
GR 150
GR 155
GR 159
UK 165
UK 166
UK 167
UK 168
UK 169
UK 170
UK 176
UK 179
UK 181
UK 182

Time period of
vacuuming
represented by the
sample
<4 weeks
>1 month
>1 month
>1 month
<2 weeks
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
>1 month

Home
Type

Home fabric

Occupant
number

Male & Female
occupants

Indoor
smoker
(y/n)

Summer
SD
brick
1
1F
Summer
D
brick
2
1F&1M
Summer
D
brick
2
1F&1M
Summer
D
stone/cement
4
1 M & 3F
Autumn
SD
brick
6
2M&4F
Autumn
SD
brick & timber
3
1M&2F
Autumn
SD
brick
4
2M&2F
Autumn
SD
brick
4
3M&1F
Autumn
SD
brick & timber
1
1M
Autumn
SD
brick
3
1M&2F
Summer/
D
brick
4
2M&2F
Autumn
Summer/
>1 month
SD
brick
4
2M, 1F, 1 other
Autumn
Summer/
>1 month
F
brick
4
1 M & 3F
Autumn
Summer/
>1 month
F
brick
3
2M&1F
y
Autumn
Summer/
<4 weeks
F
brick
3
1M&2F
y
Autumn
Summer/
<1 week
F
brick
1
1F
Autumn
Summer/
< 1 week
SD
brick
5
3M&2F
y
Autumn
unknown
< 2 weeks
D
brick & timber
4
2M&2F
unknown
>1 month
D
brick, stone/cement
5
1M&4F
unknown
>1 month
D
brick & stone/cement & timber
2
1F&1M
unknown
<4 weeks
SD
brick
4
2M&2F
unknown
<1 week
SD
brick & stone/cement & timber
1
1M
unknown
<2 weeks
SD
brick
2
1F&1M
unknown
<2 weeks
D
brick
1
1F
y
unknown
>1 month
SD
brick
3
2M&1F
y
Winter
>1 month
D
stone/cement
4
2M&2F
Winter
<1 week
D
brick
5
2M&2F
Notes: UK = sample from UK; GR = sample from Greece; no meta-data (other than NE location) available for UK dust sample A1.
D= detached freestanding house, SD= semi-detached joined house, F=unit or flat;
w= weekly or more, 2m= twice a month;
c= car, g=garage, w=workshop, p=porch

Pets
(y/n)
y

y

y
y
y

y
y

y
y

Vacuum
frequency
(w/2m)

Outdoor
vacuum use
(c/g/w/p)

Home
age

Primary
heating

Dominant
flooring

51-100
<40 y
<40 y
>100
51-100
51-100
51-100
51-100
51-100
51-100

Gas
Oil
Oil
Oil
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas

Carpet
Wood
Wood
Wood
Carpet
Wood
Carpet
Carpet
Carpet
Carpet

w

<40 y

Gas

Wood

w

<40 y

Other

Tiled

w

<40 y

Oil

Tiled

y

w

50-40 y

Gas

Wood

y

w

<40 y

Wood

Tiled

2m

50-40 y

Gas

Wood

2m
w
w
w
w
2m
w
w
w
w

p
p
c,g,w,p
c

c

w

c

<40 y

Electricity

Carpet

2m
w
w
w
w
2m
2m
w
w
w

c
c
c
w
c

<40 y
51-100
51-100
>100
51-100
51-100
<40 y
>100
<40 y
<40 y

Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Oil
Gas
Oil
Gas

Wood
Wood
Other
Carpet
Carpet
Wood
Carpet
Wood
Carpet
Carpet

c, g
g

No
garden

y
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1
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SI Table 2. Mean and standard deviation for Shannon and inverse Simpson diversity indices for samples from UK and Greece.

Diversity Index
Shannon

Inverse Simpson

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

UK

4.37

0.35

43.18

16.24

Greece

3.58

0.53

17.56

11.37

3
4
5
6
7
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